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Twickenham  has a variety of event spaces that hold up to 
850 guests so whether you are a small group celebrating your 
engagement or a large group of family and friends, we have 
something to suit your requirements.

We have selected four partners to ensure that your day runs as 
smoothly as possible, this brochure will provide you with an 
overview of each individual caterer. Please contact us directly at 
Twickenham on 020 8744 9997 or email weddings@rfu.com
We would be delighted to provide you with further information.

London Marriott Twickenham

The 4* 156 bedroom London Marriott Twickenham hotel is 
situated within our South Stand and is able to accommodate 
guests attending events at Twickenham Stadium. 

Guests staying at the Marriott hotel receive complementary access 
to the adjacent Virgin Active Classic Health & Leisure Club.
 
We would be happy to check rates and availability at the hotel 
on your behalf.
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Congratulations on your Engagement!

Your wedding is a day to remember and we understand this is a wonderful time 
for you, your family and friends. We pride ourselves at Twickenham on being able 
to provide unique and different sized venues plus fabulous catering options with 
our preferred partners, ensuring lasting memories for you and your guests.
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Premier is where spectacular 
venues, astonishing cuisine, 
and impeccable service create 
unforgettable events. 
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Established by experts serving the industry and combining over thirty years 
experience in catering, Premier organises many high profile events throughout 
the year. Our sole intention has been to revolutionise the Asian catering and 
wedding market – and this is exactly what we have achieved.

Premier Excellence as standard

Premier understands the demands of a hectic lifestyle, often requiring convenient solutions which don’t 
compromise on quality. People have less time to focus on the specifics of event planning – this is where you 
can trust us to step in. We provide specialist wedding advice, alongside our premium services, ensuring a 
smooth process and a memorable occasion. 

We believe marriage is sacred and we identify with the importance attributed to each individual ritual carried 
out during an Asian wedding. We approach these needs professionally and efficiently, whilst guaranteeing 
the full observance of tradition and custom.

From the instant you invite us to be involved in your event Premier puts expert professional care into 
achieving your wishes. Your preferences form the core of our culinary and decorative efforts; and whether 
your event is to be framed in the vibrant colours of tradition or the lush tones of contemporary elegance, we 
strive to create an ambience that delights at every level.
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The VIP Lounge, specialising in 'Five 
Star' Asian catering and professional 
event management, has enjoyed a long 
established and successful history with 
Twickenham Stadium.
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Specialising in 'Five Star' Asian catering and professional event management, 
from corporate events to grand wedding celebrations, The VIP Lounge will 
provide you with a high-end freshly cooked Asian catering experience with 
impeccable service. 

The VIP Lounge Five star banqueting experience

Delectable dishes prepared with premium hand-picked ingredients, under the expertise of our extraordinary 
chefs to create mouth-watering menus that are the perfect complement to your event. With our food being 
freshly prepared and cooked on site, we can ensure the finest flavours served to your guests. 

Our menus are tailor made to your specifications, with a grand selection of choices. Specialising in Punjabi, 
Pakistani and Gujarati cuisines, our award winning chefs produce quality banquets time and again. Head 
Chef Jeevan has handpicked his team of inventive chefs to combine sublime recipes, creating the most 
succulent and diverse menus from all over Asia and the Middle East for your guests’ dining pleasure.

Catering for events requires special expertise and flawless planning.  By carrying out site surveys, working 
with your service providers and building long term relations with our venue providers, we guarantee 
planning and managing every function to its finest detail.
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There are four key elements 
to our company: our quality, 
our service, our reputation 
and the passion we have for 
catering. These four areas 
are always at the forefront 
of everything we do.
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Greenleaf have become one of the finest caterers of Asian cuisine in the UK. 
With an emphasis on exquisite catering, bespoke event management and a 
proven track record in superior service. 

Greenleaf Catering is our passion

Catering has been our passion for over thirty years, continually introducing new and imaginative menus with 
a contemporary flair to emphasise the exquisite tastes and flavours of Asian cuisine. But a successful event 
goes beyond serving culinary delights; it requires ingenuity, creativity and services that address the needs of 
your unique event.
 
If you have a concept in mind the Greenleaf team will work closely with you to bring it to life. Your wedding 
is taken on a very personal level, which means we make it our pleasure to orchestrate every single aspect with 
meticulous planning, and give the assurance that we will deliver to perfection. Our award winning team of 
chefs’ passion is reflected in their creative food designs which always remain versatile, exclusive and stylish 
but never lose the authentic home cooked taste of the sub-continent.
 
We recognise that your time is precious when planning an event so our chefs and event consultants are on 
hand to help you create a bespoke package. Our in-house chefs all come from different ethnic backgrounds, 
which give us a huge amount of variety in our offering plus a high degree of authenticity.
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Sapna's event services are tailored so 
whether you require a buffet luncheon or 
a four course silver served menu, we are 
able to deliver beyond expectations.

We offer a comprehensive catering service tailored as per your requirements 
featuring a mouth watering cuisine coupled with exceptional service standards.

Sapna Delivering beyond expectations

Our event services are designed to ensure all your requirements are tended to and following are some of the 
services that are part of our event package:

• Complete event management
• Provision of place setting (china, silverware, linen and glassware)
• Provision of service staff
• A bespoke menu tailored to suit your event
• Provision of experienced back of house team including chefs, porters etc
• Drinks packages tailored to your event
• A flexible approach allowing you to create a truly unique and memorable event
• Complete setup and breakdown service ensures you can enjoy the event leaving it in our capable hands

 
Please get in touch with our friendly sales team for a consultation.
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Rugby House, Twickenham Stadium, 200 Whitton Road, Twickenham TW2 7BA 
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